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This is an example of the use
of Scenic Rust, in this case
on a fairly simple plastic

model of a Mitsubishi Tipper Truck.
As with any product that’s new to
the modeller, it’s a good idea to

practice on a scrap model first,
before committing to a model that
you care about.

Simon Hammerton creates some
interesting effects with Deluxe Materials ‘Scenic Rust’.
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Photo 1: The Fujimi 1/32 scale Cantor Tipper Truck kit. This was
chosen because it’s a quick build with lots of surface area to play
with.

Photo 2: The model is finished and has been sprayed with matt
acrylic primer, prior to the application of the Scenic Rust.

Photo 3: The Scenic Rust pack consists of the rusting powder, a
binding agent, rust developer, a measuring pipette, mixing pot and
mixing spatula. The instructions are very straight forward, and if
followed carefully will guarantee effective results

Photo 4: Start by mixing equal quantities (by volume) of the powder
and binding agent. This should be mixed into a brushable paste.
Note to self, clean fingernails before photographing hands!

Photo 5: Using an old brush apply the mixture to the model, any
gaps can be filled with subsequent coats if you wish.

Photo 6: Once the mixture has dried, apply the developer with a
clean brush. I tend to pour some of the developer into a separate
pot to reduce the risk of contaminating the original developer pot.

Photo 8: Side view of the finished model.

Photo 9: A close-up of the load bed, showing the different tones that
can be achieved by applying additional layers of rust and developer.

Photo 7: A before and after shot of the cab shell. I’ve left some of
the original paint peeking through the rust.

Rust in Peace
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Scenic Rust is available
from all good hobby shops
and distributed by Model
Wholesale UK
Web:
www.modelwholesaleuk.com
Tel: 01892 680009

It’s also available from the
MMI shop
(see advert in this issue)
and Historex Agents.

In case of difficulty order on line at:
www.deluxematerials.co.uk
Telephone orders only on: 0800 298 5121

This stuff is great for creating genuine rust effects
on just about any non-porous material, and with
practice can turn in spectacular results.

Thanks and acknowledgements
Model Wholesale for the model Mitsubishi Model
truck . John Bristow for his help with Plastic Magic
and Pin flow adhesive materials and Scenic Rust.
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